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Foreword

The One Doncaster report (2016), as produced by the Education & Skills Commission,
identified ‘Creativity & Inclusivity’ as one of 7 ‘Doncaster Declarations’ and a STEAM [STEM
+ Art/Design = STEAM] curriculum was something that was advocated in the document. We
repeatedly hear that ‘Creativity’ is one of the key attributes and required skills that
employers want from employees; Doncaster Chamber places particular emphasis on this on
behalf of its members within the business community, and it is no doubt going to be a hot
topic in the coming years as schools are making increasingly difficult decisions regarding the
curriculum they offer due to budget restraints.
There is a wealth of evidence and research out there that supports how involvement in the
arts increases educational attainment across the curriculum, develops critical thinking and
empathetic abilities; all contributing to the development of well-rounded citizens.1 This is
conventional wisdom as far as most educators are concerned, and there is little doubt that
the arts should feature more strongly within school curriculums because of these proven
benefits, although sadly they are often the subjects that suffer first when funding cuts are
made.
The recommendations contained in this document have the potential to transform the lives
of young people in Doncaster and it is my hope that appropriate action is taken as a result of
this report so that more children and young people in Doncaster can take part in the
transformative experiences the arts can offer.

Sophie Anderson
Culture Business Manager
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A ‘whole person, whole life’ focus was the second ‘Doncaster Declaration’ in the One Doncaster Commission.
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Introduction

The Voice Project – Developing the Voice of the Child Re: Arts & Culture in Doncaster

The Voice Project (2017) is a study into ‘the voice of the child’ relating to Arts & Culture in
Doncaster, implemented by Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council [DMBC] and joint
funded by DMBC and Cape UK (now known as IVE), the regional bridge organisation of Arts
Council England [ACE]. The Project was brought to life by the Doncaster Culture Education
Partnership [DCEP] to give a voice to children and young people in the Doncaster Borough.
As outlined in the One Doncaster Report (2016), young people must be given a platform and
a voice so that they can influence decision making and shape future provision.
The Voice Project has been designed as a tripartite study and this report covers the first
phase of delivery. The first phase of the project looks specifically at 14-17 year olds and
examines the current level of provision and youth engagement with Arts & Cultural activity
in the borough via a two-pronged consultation exercise. The overall project was produced
and shaped by the DCEP, but the consultation elements have been written by young people
for young people. The project was purposely designed to gather both qualitative and
quantitative data in order to provide a comprehensive overview of the current level of
provision and engagement, and highlight any gaps in provision. The results will inform
phase 2 and will provide the basis for a set of recommendations from the Culture Youth
Forum.

The two objectives of the project were2:
1. To investigate Arts & Cultural provision for Children & Young People in Doncaster,
via consultation.
2. To establish an Arts & Culture Youth Forum (who have representation on the

Youth Council) who can feed back into the Doncaster Culture Education
Partnership [DCEP] and Cultural & Creative Strategic Partnership [CCSP].
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The original application for the Voice Project was submitted in June 2016 with a view to start the project in September 2016 however,
due to complications with staffing and youth voice participation, an entirely new team of staff and young people was formed in January
2017. A revised bid was submitted to Cape UK [IVE] in January 2017 (both bids can be read below in the Appendices) and although the
aims of the project remained the same the methodology was revised.
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N.B. Prior to undertaking the consultation elements to the project, a mapping exercise was completed for
activities available to Children and Young People throughout the Doncaster Borough.

A Map to show Arts activities currently occurring in the Doncaster Borough (2016)3

Description of the Program
The Project was simple in its design4:
We selected three schools in which to target young people to be part of our study in
catchment areas identified as having low levels of engagement: Mexborough Academy, De
Warenne Academy and Sir Thomas Wharton Academy [STWA]. Consultation with the young
people was then split into quantitative and qualitative strands:
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Quantitative - An e-questionnaire was designed and sent to the three schools for
their students to complete in order to gather a larger data set.

This mapping is by no means exhaustive but lists a large proportion of activities available in the borough.
Although the project was designed to be very straight forward there were a number of obstacles we did not
anticipate and so adaptations had to be made along the way.
4
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Qualitative – Identified young people from these three schools would be given the
opportunity to attend free ‘taster sessions’ of identified arts activities across the
Borough, which they could then feed back to us about.

E-questionnaire
The E-questionnaire was written by the members of the Culture Youth Forum with the
support of DMBC staff following a discussion with the Forum members about arts & cultural
engagement in the borough. They spoke about how different arts activities could better
promote themselves to young people:
1. How the language used could be improved e.g. instead of the word ‘Poetry’, which
might put off young people from enquiring, emphasise how this could improve skills
in English and support their school work.
2. How they could advertise themselves better so that there was increased awareness
of activities i.e. through social media or posters around school.
They also spoke about the reasons why young people might not want to engage in arts and
culture such as: bullying5, travel issues6, access costs, school pressures such as intervention
classes7 and increased homework levels to name but a couple. We had expected to have
discussions about cost and travel, but the points raised about bullying and levels of school
work were something we had not anticipated to be raised as such major barriers.
Aside from e-questionnaire content, we spoke about how best to encourage their peers to
complete the questionnaire; we decided that having a product such as the latest iPad was
the best form of incentive however, we needed support from schools to get students to
complete the questionnaire. Staff were contacted at each of the three target schools and
asked to think about how they might best get the questionnaire out to their students be it
via posters, email, VLE, twitter. Our target was 400-500 responses in total; however, we
only managed to gather 126: 124 De Warenne Academy; 2 Mexborough Academy; 0 STWA
It would appear that staff in schools are the gate-keepers to success with consultation:
1. The Heads of House at Sir Thomas Wharton were initially not supportive of the
project at all, as mentioned above. They did eventually agree to take part in the
project and put links to the questionnaire on posters and on their VLE however,
none of their students completed the e-questionnaire.
2. Mexborough Academy had two students complete the e-questionnaire. Our contact
at Mexborough was supportive of the project and came up with the idea of asking
ICT teachers to try to incorporate the questionnaire into their lessons while students
5

Bullying for engagement seems to be a perceived threat, particularly for boys.
Travel time; transport limitations; travel cost.
7
‘Interventions’ are compulsory lessons; young people who are behind or struggling with core/exam subjects
are required to attend additional classes out of school hours (usually immediately after school).
6
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were already signed on to the computers however, there was little take-up because
there were no teaching staff pushing the agenda.
3. De Warenne had the best level of response and our point contact at De Warenne
was arguably the most engaged. On hearing about the ICT lesson idea our contact
asked their ICT staff to do this and they did. The submissions were time stamped
and so it is clear that this was done over the course of 1 day.
If each of the three schools had done this then we would have been close to reaching our
target of 400-500 submissions however, a dataset of 126 was good enough to gather a
reliable enough set of results8.

8

It is worth noting that when the results are looked at in detail it is clear that there was some difficulty with
young people fully understanding the questions. We would recommend in future that staff talk through the
questions with students so they understand. It is also worth noting that some pairs of responses look
incredibly similar where friends have copied/mirrored each other’s answers but this is to be expected in a
classroom situation.
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E-questionnaire Findings:
1. Are you aware of the Arts and Culture opportunities available for young people
across Doncaster?
No – 53.17%
Yes - 46.83%
2. What activities do you currently take part in, if any?

 None – 75 responses
15

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Biking

Sport

Ice Skating

Cinema

Table Tennis

Scouts

1

Ferreting

Guitar

1

Skateboarding

Team EPIC

1

Rugby

2

Youth Club

2

Horse Riding

2

Gym

2

Fishing

2

Drawing

2

Drama

2

Swimming

2

Youth Theatre

3

Cricket

3

Music

4

Dance

Singing

4

Trampolining

Gymnastics

Boxing

Football

5

Athletics

11

3. How did you find out about the activities you are involved in?
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TV
2%

Team epic
3%

Youth Club
2%

Friends/Family
43%

School
39%

Online
2%

Leisure Centre
1%

Poster/Leaflet
8%

4. If you had the opportunity to attend a free taster session would you attend?
Yes – 76.2%
No – 23.8%
5. If you selected no to Question 4 please specify below why you would not like to
attend a free taster session9.

I don’t want to

7

Not understood the question

7

Depends what it is

4

Boring

4

Because none of my friends would go

4

Too lazy

2

Too shy

1

Too Far

1
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

6. What activities would you be interested in taking part in? (select all that apply)

9

A substantial proportion of those who said ‘No’ did not appear to understand the question, or were unsure.
Therefore we can deduce that over 80% of young people asked would be interested in taking part in a taster
activity.
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7. What might prevent you from taking part in these activities? (select all that apply)
‘My dad is always working and my mum lives in Denaby and she can't drive.’
Start/Finish Time
Travel
Location
Cost
Unawareness
Peer Pressure/Bullying
If I don't like it
Being on my own
Strict Staff

64
51
49
48
39
31
4
2
1

8. How far would you be willing to travel to attend these activities?

1 Bus ride (for example; to Doncaster Town Centre)
2 Bus rides (for example; Conisbrough to Bentley)
Within my community only

59
36
30

9. What activities would you like to see more of in terms of Art and Culture across
Doncaster?

10

N.B. A handful of responses referenced to the fact that they would like things to happen more locally as
some people can’t travel out of their immediate area.

10. Do you think more could be done to promote arts and culture activities in
Doncaster?
Yes – 112 (88.9%)
No – 14 (11.1%)
11. Please select the best forms of promoting these activities to young people.
Social Media (i.e. Facebook etc.)
School Assemblies / Dashboards
Youth Centres
Posters
Handouts / Leaflets
Libraries
YouTube Adverts
Newspaper
TV
Outdoor events at Youth Club to advertise
Message to Parents
Person coming into school to actually tell us what would be involved in an activity
Billboard

E-questionnaire - Evaluation

100
83
63
62
48
20
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
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126 responses from 3 schools was far below our target of 400-500 pupils however,
compared with the success rates of previous consultation in schools our results seem
like a step in the right direction. We gave the Young People the chance to win the
latest iPad in exchange for completing our questionnaire, but it seems that the
incentive of an iPad was not necessarily key to convincing young people to complete
the questionnaire.10 Buy-in from school leadership and staff is key, although if we
can get other aspects right in future there is no reason why a cheaper incentive such
as gift vouchers couldn’t be used.
Awareness of activities was more or less split down the middle; 46.83% of young
people asked were aware of Arts & Culture activities however, out of the 40.48%
young people who take part in recreational activities only 11.9% take part in arts
activities.
It’s overwhelmingly clear that friends, family and school are the most common ways
of young people hearing about any activities they already do (82%). Of the ways
they said would be best to promote activities: social media, through school, youth
centres, and posters/leaflets/handouts were the most popular by far. Schools clearly
have to play a bigger role in promoting extra-curricular activities (arts or otherwise)
to young people.
Over 75% of young people said they would be willing to try a free taster session of an
activity; however, there was some confusion about the question itself so it may well
have been closer to 85% if the question was better explained to the young people.
The top 8 activities young people said they would be interested in taking part in are
as follows:
Photography/Film

53
37
27
26
14
10
7
4

Music
Drama
Dance
Youth sports/Athletics/Indoor Sports
Football
Art
Poetry

¾ of these activities are arts based and it is worth noting that Photography/Film had an
incredibly strong response.


The top things that would prevent young people from attending/taking part in
activities are:
Start/Finish Time
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Congratulations to Lilly from De Warenne.

64

12
Travel
Location
Cost
Unawareness
Peer Pressure/Bullying

51
49
48
39
31

Logistics and time seems to be the main issue and this came across in our original meeting
with the Culture Youth Forum; schools are now more likely to keep students behind for
extra revision classes on a regular basis, and the amount of homework young people receive
is considered by them to be prohibitive to taking part in activities outside of school. All of
the top 4 listed reasons could be interlinked with each other, given a person’s individual
circumstance. It is also worth taking note of the 6th reason – peer pressure and bullying;
another issue that was raised at the Culture Youth Forum. There seems to be a negative
stigma attached to some extracurricular activities which might be the subject of further
research.
 There was a comprehensive range of responses about how far individuals would be
willing to travel to attend activities however, given that travel and location were
selected by some as preventing factors, it would appear that these are
considerations to bear in mind.
 When asked what activities they would like see more of in Doncaster, Arts activities
feature in 5 out of 8 of the top responses, with Photography featuring highly again:
Art
Photography
Dance
Sports
Drama
Music
Football
Basketball

15
9
8
8
7
6
6
3
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1. Taster Sessions
A booklet of taster sessions was created offering a range of arts activities under the
headings: Music, Drama, Dance, Spoken Word & Photography & Film. We asked each of the
three target schools to select 4-6 students who were not currently engaged in Arts activities
to take part in the tasters over a period of 6-8 weeks, along with one young person
identified to take part with the help of the Children’s Trust.
Each of the three schools struggled to recruit young people to take part and the project had
to be stalled twice while we investigated the reasons for this.
1. The Heads of House at Sir Thomas Wharton were initially not supportive of the
project at all. They likened what we were doing to ‘carrot dangling’; giving young
people a free taste of an activity that they may well not be able to afford to
continue with11.
2. Staff at De Warenne and Mexborough found a number of pupils that wanted to
be involved but then changed their minds for various reasons.
In order for us to investigate what the issues were with recruitment we sent a member of
the Culture Youth Forum, along with a member of staff, to the three schools to speak with
the young people who had been approached and dropped out. They interviewed the

11

Although their concerns were justified, we needed to meet with staff to explain that the taster sessions we
had organised were purposefully a mix of free/paid for sessions, close by/further afield so that we could gather
data about them and the barriers for young people.
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students about why they were not willing to engage with the sessions along with a
facilitator from the school. The responses from these sessions are below12:

Interview Sessions
DE WARENNE ACADEMY
ARTS AND CULTURE
1. What were your main reasons for not wanting to partake in the free activities that were
on offer?
They said they would have preferred to attend the classes with some friends, and said they find the
13
idea of being in a room full of strangers quite daunting . Another issue that was raised was how they
received a large amount of homework which consumed a lot of their time, hence them not feeling
able to commit to an activity.

2. How is Arts and Culture perceived in your school?
Generally, the students said that people were not necessarily ridiculed for choosing subjects like
Drama however, boys would be if they attended ballet classes. It would be perceived as feminine and
‘gay’. One girl’s older brother stopped doing ballet and converted to contemporary and street
dancing because he was being called ‘gay’ and was laughed at.
‘Boys aren’t ridiculed for doing drama or singing, but mainly dance.’ #conformity

3. Does your school have any Arts & Culture related after school clubs?
They are currently in the rehearsal period for their school production of ‘School of Rock’. The cast is

12

Author has emphasised some key words/phrases in bold for ease of reading.
Young people would have been allowed to take part with their friends – this should have been made more
explicit.
13
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quite big. Over 25 people taking part, including backstage. No after school club other than that.

4. If there was something that would make you more willing to attend these classes, what
would it be?
Two girls said that if it was more fun, chatty and informal environment, they would be more willing.
They also mentioned having friends there again. More opportunities in Conisbrough, some are not
comfortable catching buses. More activities in the more regional districts of Doncaster. Costs were
an issue with a couple of them, particularly when their parents already pay for other classes (most did
14
not comment on costs). More activities in the holidays .

5. Is time a barrier or are you open to whatever times are given?
‘Dark nights’ was mentioned by one student. Some activities are on in the evening, thus they would
not feel comfortable travelling in the dark (this would be an issue in the winter). Many students said
they had afterschool intervention sessions most days, which can lead up to 5pm some nights (not
many of them would feel up to further extra curriculum after this, particularly when it’s dark nights).
Another student said that weekends would be most ideal. However, two girls said they are quite
open to times, but they find social activities with their friends more appealing. They said if they went
with a group they would be more up for it.

6. Do you think Arts & Cultural activities are promoted enough in Doncaster? *Are you
informed of opportunities regularly?
They’ve noticed a few posters around school but they aren’t exactly eye catching (perhaps we should
tell this to the companies holding these sessions?) They say they are rarely informed, and say there
needs to be more promotion, i.e. social media. Needs to be more promotion in the more rural places
like Conisbrough. A few drama students attend local clubs, but they aren’t told about what’s on offer,
meaning those who are interested are totally missing out.

7. Do your friends get involved in any of the Arts & Culture activities in Doncaster?
They said not many of their friends get involved for fear of being made fun of and laughed at. They
also raised the point of how nerve racking and daunting it can be to stand up on stage in front of a
crowd and potentially humiliate yourself and be made a fool of.

8. What opportunities are you currently aware of? i.e. Drama/Singing Clubs






Street Vibes (Dance) Conisbrough (The girl’s sister attends, and her sister was recommended
by a friend).
CAST (Theatre) Waterdale
Thyborough Church Hall (Drama) Thyborough.
School production (Theatre) – One Y7 was about to audition but then ran off because of
nerves.
Let’s Act Drama* (Drama) Bentley: 2 Sessions a week – x1 2hr session and x1 3hr session
* The girl who attends this class catches a bus from Conisbrough to Town Centre (30 mins),
and then a bus from Town Centre to Bentley (15 mins). 45 minute journey in total, excluding
the wait for the next bus at the interchange.

9. Have you been made aware of the benefits of attending these classes; what you, as an
individual, can gain from them? (Here I wanted to see if they’d been told about the life skills that
14

It is worth noting that of the taster activities available, none ran in the school holidays.
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can be gained, i.e. confidence, public speaking, making friends etc.)
Short and sweet… No.

10. After being told what the benefits are, would you be more willing to attend?
Probably, they may try it out a couple of times, but if not interested then not really.

SIR THOMAS WHARTON
ARTS AND CULTURE
1. How is Arts and Culture perceived in your school?
Generally, the students said that people don’t ‘interact’ with it, which is an obvious barrier –
however, they suggested the means of social media to connect with them. They said that when
students are more interested in the opportunities in school rather than out and that they would need
a ‘passion’ to pursue it outside of school.

2. Does your school have any Arts & Culture related after school clubs?
They just finished their musical show called ‘Chicago’ which has a cast of approximately 30. They said
that it was quite a commitment, due to there being after school rehearsals several times a week.
They said that there’s always a show, and there’s also a school choir for all ages.

3. If there was something that would make you more willing to attend these classes,
what would it be?
They said that seeing shows makes them feel inspired and want to partake ‘if it were to be made
more universal’.

4. Is time a barrier or are you open to whatever times are given?
They said it can be, due to exams, homework and intervention sessions. Also, there’s a lack of
opportunities in holidays like Easter, which are times when the students get bored.
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5. Do you think Arts & Cultural activities are promoted enough in Doncaster? *Are you
informed of opportunities regularly?
They said they that Arts and Culture are not promoted enough in Doncaster and that they should
be featured creatively in assemblies at school, as that is where they spend the majority of their
time. They suggested more social media advertisements as well.

6. Do your friends get involved in any of the Arts & Culture activities in Doncaster
Not many answered, but there were a couple of odd responses.

7. What opportunities are you currently aware of? i.e. Drama/Singing clubs.










Tickhill Institute
CATS in Tickhill – Found out from word of mouth
Black Cats in Bentley – Parents
Doncaster Little Theatre Young Lit
Arabis Dance School
Street Vibes
CAST – Friends
Star Performers in Scawsby
Miss Spartans

Have you been made aware of the benefits of attending these classes; what you, as an
individual, can gain from them? (Here I wanted to see if they’d been told about the life skills that
can be gained, i.e. confidence, team work, public speaking, making friends etc.)
Again, short and sweet… No.

8. After being told what the benefits are, would you be more willing to attend?
It’s more likely.

_________________________________________________________________________________
EXTRA NOTES:
 They suggested posters in toilets, for example in front of urinals so you’ve no choice but to look at it.
 Some students agreed that Edlington has little extra curriculum activities.
 They thought it would be a good idea to bring these Arts/Culture groups to schools, as opposed to it
being the other way round.
 They also said that boys would hesitate to take Dance at GCSE because they don’t feel accepted and it
wouldn’t fit into the masculine stereotype. They used an example of a boy who starred in We Will
Rock You – he was ridiculed for dancing.

MEXBOROUGH ACADEMY
ARTS AND CULTURE
1. How is Arts and Culture perceived in your school?

18

They said that people are quite accepted to be taking part in Drama + Arts. Students get involved in
promoting and males are mainly seen getting involved backstage.

2. Does your school have any Arts & Culture related after school clubs?
There is an after school club for dance, which happens three days a week (commitment*) There’s
also an Art club. They also are quite big on school productions. 2 years ago they did Bugsy Malone
and this year they’re doing Greece, which will involve actors, singers and dancers.

3. If there was something that would make you more willing to attend these classes, what
would it be?
If they were closer in proximity, or they had a more efficient source of transport to get to the places
further away. They said that Doncaster is too far out and it’s not feasible to get to. They also said it’s
quite a commitment and they’d rather hang out with friends. They said that maybe if they were
involved at an earlier age then perhaps they’d be interested, but they’re at an age where they make
their own decisions and aren’t influenced as easily by parents. Cost, ‘The prices are also very high, not
to mention the cost of costumes, shoes, uniforms. You can spend hundreds’.

4. Is time a barrier or are you open to whatever times are given?
Some students in separated families have their Dad’s home to visit on a weekend. They said there
should be more opportunities and promotions in the beginning of the academic year, as that is the
time when no exams are happening. After school would be more ideal for most.

5. Do you think Arts & Cultural activities are promoted enough in Doncaster? *Are you
informed of opportunities regularly?
They said it is not promoted enough. They rarely ever hear of events. They think we should push to
promote these activities to KS3 students and below, as this is the age that they will be exploring their
interests and considering what they like and dislike. Catch them whilst they’re young before it’s too
late. They also said that more money should be invested into the arts in schools; they have 1 drama
teacher, 1 dance teacher and 2 art teachers. They think that there is a disjoint in communication
between schools and the outside opportunities. One girl mentioned a music service which she
attends, but it is £30 a month, so they said that if they were to promote these clubs, we should
consider which ones to promote, and to bear in mind people’s financial disadvantages beforehand.
They said we need more promotions in the more regionally remote areas, like Mexborough,
Edlington etc.

6. Do your friends get involved in any of the Arts & Culture activities in Doncaster
One girl’s friend attends a dance group, but she couldn’t go herself because it’s midway through the
term – timing again.

7. What opportunities are you currently aware of? I.e: Drama/Singing clubs.
-Annual Music Festival in Summer
-Battle of the bands
-Music Service
-Emma Pullins Dance School
-Rock challenge (competition between schools)

8. Have you been made aware of the benefits of attending these classes; what you, as an
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individual, can gain from them? (Here I wanted to see if they’d been told about the life skills that
can be gained, i.e. confidence, public speaking, making friends etc.)
They weren’t really aware, and were quite vague with their knowledge on the benefits however, one
girl that went to a dance club said that it was nice because the friends she had made in dance club
went to the same secondary school as her during the transition to year 7, so she felt more less
anxious and more comfortable because she knew a few people.

9. After being told what the benefits are, would you be more willing to attend?
More said yes than no. The people that said no already expressed their lack of interest. They raised
the point about Arts and Culture being a label that had a stigma attached to it and that they weren’t
very knowledgeable on what it really is.

10. What could we do to promote the Arts and Culture more?
Target schools, particularly primary schools. Reach out via social media. School assemblies, but
innovatively creative ones that don’t bore the students. Sponsor schools to promote with leaflets and
posters in toilets.

After speaking with staff and young people at these schools we managed to recruit some
students to take part in activities. This was chiefly because we explained that they could do
it in pairs with their friends and that they would incur no cost whatsoever. Unfortunately
we did not manage to recruit the number of students we had aimed for however, we still
managed to gather some valuable responses.

Taster Feedback:
Detailed completed tasters feedback forms can all be found in the appendices. Below are
some summaries taken from 2 bespoke film workshops:

20

A number of the sessions we organised were bespoke and designed to take place as an
introductory taster because these activities either did not currently exist at all, or did not
exist at a suitable time or location for the young people taking part.
It is clear to see from the feedback that the majority of the young people who attended
these sessions enjoyed them and gained some skills however, each one of them said that
cost would/might prove a barrier to young people accessing the activity.

Conclusion
This project has to a large degree achieved both objectives:
1. To investigate Arts & Cultural provision for Children & Young People in Doncaster,
via consultation.
The mapping work from 2016 shows that the further outside of the centre you go, the less
there is on offer. It showed a large amount of dance activity with a lot of variety, a growing
number of private theatre schools such as: Cast Youth Theatre, Pauline Quirke Academy and
Doncaster New Youth Theatre. There are opportunities for music making however, there
was little by way of arts & crafts or photography & film, which scored highly as activities
young people said they would like to do.
Darts (Doncaster Community Arts) has a fantastic range of free activities on offer at The
Point throughout the year however, many young people are either unaware of these
sessions or have difficulties with access relating to travel and timing.
There is most definitely an element of inconsistency with the offer; a number of projects are
only funded for set periods of time, such as those delivered by Breaking Beats at the Tom
Hill Centre. There is also inconsistency with the amount of information available; some
activities have little information available online e.g. Conisbrough Youth Theatre and some
are only on Facebook, so there is some work to do relating to increasing visibility.
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It is clear from the consultation that young people are, on the whole, not aware of options
available to them regarding the Arts & Culture offer in Doncaster and so:
1. We need to make the offer clearer.
2. We need to rethink how we promote and how we advertise arts activities to
young people.
3. We need to work closer with schools to promote arts activities & better sell the
benefits to taking part.
This project sought to ‘engage the unengaged’ however, engagement it is worth
remembering that engagement is relative. It was brought to our attention part way through
the course of the project the most culturally engaged school in Doncaster might still be
below average within a wider context, and by approaching schools with low levels of
engagement we had an uphill battle on our hands. This may well have been the case but
throughout our attempts to discover where the gaps were and what the issues were, it has
encouraged us to dig that little bit deeper and learn lessons about how to approach these
things in future.

2. To establish an Arts & Culture Youth Forum (who have representation on the

Youth Council) who can feed back into the Doncaster Culture Education
Partnership [DCEP] and Cultural & Creative Strategic Partnership [CCSP].
This project has brought together a number of young people to complete the work, but it is
unlikely that this group will continue to exist in its current form. It has proven difficult to
sustain a group over a long period of time and some of the participants have expressed that,
although they have enjoyed their time working on the voice, they would like for the project
to be finite due to other commitments inside and outside of school. It would seem that the
simplest solution would be to have one consistent member of the Culture Youth Forum who perhaps also sits on the Youth Council – with a fluid membership on a 12 month or
project-by-project basis.
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Recommendations:
The Culture Youth Forum has identified the main issues as being:




Transport
Cost
Location





Peer Pressure
Advertising/Marketing
Times

They have made the following recommendations based on these observations:
1. Capturing Interest at Primary Age
During interviews, the Culture Youth Forum identified that young people who had taken
part in Arts activities when they were younger were more likely to re-engage later
on. Issues relating to engagement become more complex as young people reach secondary
school age due to peer pressure, homework, interventions and general coming of age so
laying good foundations at primary age could be key.


Recommendation 1 = Phase 2 research into engagement and provision for primary
aged children.

2. After School Club Provision - ‘Go to them’
Although the identified issues are multifarious, many of them can be solved at once by
taking provision into schools by way of after school/holiday clubs. This would solve
problems with issues relating to travel (costs: time: distance: safety), timing (schools could
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schedule provision as to not clash with interventions/buses etc.) and other problems such as
anxiety about attending on your own or not knowing anyone. The hiring of space and
equipment may be more readily available and payment for provision could be negotiated
with schools.
Almost 50% of young people asked said they would be willing to travel 1 bus ride to attend
an activity, with just under 30% saying they would be willing to take 2 bus rides however,
there is a significant proportion of young people (24%) who would only able to attend
activities within their communities. If sessions were provided close to their schools and
communities then 100% of young people who wanted to would be able to attend.

1 Bus ride (e.g. to
Doncaster Town
Centre)
2 Bus rides (e.g.
Conisbrough to
Bentley)
Within my
community only



Recommendation 2 = Accessible after school/holiday clubs run by external providers
for everyone.

3. Better Promotion & Advertising
Young people need to know about activities available to them. As communicated by young
people most effective ways to do this are: Social media, through school (assemblies,
dashboards and teacher recommendation), Youth Centres, Libraries, posters, handouts and
leaflets. The method currently not being utilised to its full potential is through school but it
is not only the channel of delivery that can be improved and there must be some
modifications to the message itself.
The benefits of Arts activities aren’t always translated well in promotional materials and the
discussions had in the group interviews with young people highlighted this brilliantly. As
well as enjoyment or ‘art for art’s sake’, it is important to highlight the ancillary benefits
such as:


Social skills – making new friends; helping boost confidence; self-expression improving communication skills.
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Health & wellbeing - reducing stress and anxiety; physicality of dance; heightened
self-esteem; creating a sense of community/belonging.
Employability and life skills – mucking in and working as part of a team; something
for your CV; encouraging creative, critical & divergent thinking.
Improving cognitive brain function and supporting academic subjects (both directly
and indirectly): Creative writing/poetry/drama = English. Music = Listening skills &
Maths.
Ability to explore contemporary issues in a safe environment.



Recommendation 3 = Think harder about how and where to promote your offer to
young people.
4. Cost
Activities/programs should be supported financially by the Local Authority, the Arts Council,
partnerships such as the DCEP and Youth Alliance, Community Groups, and schools. We
would like to see the Local Authority/Town Councils work better together with Schools and
the Youth Alliance to support Arts & Cultural activities.


Recommendation 4 = Activities could be discounted via initiatives such as the
‘Champion Sports Card’.

5. Social Mobility
Money shouldn’t be a barrier to experiencing the arts. Scholarships and bursaries should be
made readily available and advertised so that young people with the talent and enthusiasm
are not prohibited because of cost. Every child should have the opportunity to experience
live music or a theatre show, create visual art or take part in dance or drama activities at
some point. Doncaster Music Education Hub is doing an excellent job at this with large scale
opportunities for schools in Doncaster like Opera North Big Sing, BBC Music Day and RPO
Resound at the Dome but more can be done across disciplines.


Recommendation 5 = Arts & cultural activities should be part of the ‘Doncaster
Dispensation’.

6. Communication
The DCEP needs to forge strong links with schools so that they can work together to support
children and young people’s engagement with the Arts & Culture, but better support from
staff (teaching and leadership staff) in schools is crucial for change. They need to work with
each other to develop strong lines of communication and links for collaboration. The DCEP
need to secure funding to do further research, pilot classes in schools, and build on good
practice.
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Recommendation 6 = better co-operation & communication between DCEP and
Schools

Next Steps
An action plan will be developed with representatives from the Culture Youth Forum, DCEP,
DMBC, Youth Alliance, schools & arts practitioners. The action plan’s progress will be
monitored by the Youth Council at the ‘Your Voice Summit’.
Phase 2 of the project will look at the primary age next. We will work, again with the
Culture Youth Forum, to adapt the model so that it is suitable for a younger age range and
explore provision at this stage. We will work alongside the Children’s University and other
partners to investigate attitudes and explore barriers to the Arts, and we will pay particular
attention again to children with low levels of engagement.
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Appendices
Funding Applications:
DONCASTER CEP
Organisation

Doncaster CEP

Main Contact

Sophie Anderson, Deborah Burton

Proposal Name

Developing the Voice of the Child for Arts and Culture in Doncaster

Date

January 2017

1. Please give a brief summary of your proposal
What is your proposal?
Doncaster CEP partners are committed to improving the cultural offer for all Children and Young People in Doncaster,
regardless of their ability or background. We recognise though that the natural attitudinal perspectives, conceptions we
may have, and vernacular that we use within the partnership is not always reflective of what children and young people
perceive, aspire to, understand and value. In short, we as a partnership may think that we know what is best for children
and young people in Doncaster, and certainly act with their best interest, but this is not enough. We need to find a way to
ensure that children and young people have the opportunity to be actively engaged in the commissioning of arts and
cultural development and programming in Doncaster. By creating an appropriate forum and ongoing mechanism for this,
we expect that children and young people will be able to:






Influence the design of programmes delivered by the Creative and Culture Strategic Partnership and DCEP
partners.
Shape the narrative of consultation so that it is as effective and representative as it can be for children and young
people.
Inform decisions.
Review the whole process throughout.
Develop an understanding between children and young people and the DCEP members, so that we will be more
aware of how children and young people perceive things, but also so that they can see that we are trying to make
a positive difference with their involvement central to what we do, and that they will therefore become passionate
advocates for everything that is happening.

Working in this way, it is expected that the activities and their findings could contribute to a range of strategic
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developments in Doncaster:







Supporting outcomes from the One Doncaster Commission.
The development of the early help service.
The ‘Make Your Mark’ action plan developed from Youth Parliament activity.
The Culture Strategy for Doncaster.
The DCEP’s action plan.
The work could also contribute to any future ambitions for Doncaster to become a designated child-friendly
borough.

What are we looking to fund:
The consultation programme would be broken down into three stages:
1. Forming the group (completed):
Working with children and young people who are already engaged in arts and culture, identified through various methods,
we have brought together a group of 14-17 year olds in the first instance. This group is constructively challenged to
consider a range of ways in which a consultation could be produced and managed to reach their peers across the
borough, reflecting demographics and diversity. These young people have worked to understand key questions such as:
What do you consider to be arts and culture? What do you engage with? What are the barriers to engagement? Who
supports you to access arts and culture? What could be better in Doncaster in terms of provision and access? and What
would you like to see more of? These are only generalist examples; the forum is also working to shape the consultation
themselves. In terms of methodology, did not want the consultation to be managed as, for example, a survey /
questionnaire, but something which encourages children and young people to respond intuitively. This was the initial
action of the group, and they have not disappointed.
Although we started by targeting 14-17 year olds in the first instance to shape the lines of enquiry, we still wish to broaden
our understanding of the issues affecting different age groups. We seek to incorporate 17-18 year olds, and then 9-12 year
olds at a later date. Phasing in this way will make the programme more structured and manageable – we will add layers of
enquiry and research as the programme progresses so that by the end the views of children and young people from 9-18
years old are captured and represented.
We will support the governance of the group with the necessary steering and infrastructure, but funding for a period of
consultation would cover the cost of transport, refreshments and any other requirements relating to our duty of care. The
DCEP requests that this programme is 50% supported by the bridge organisation CapeUK, and 50% supported through
the DCEP.
Group set up and management:
Consultation costs:
Participatory budget:
Marketing materials/Digital content:
Reporting on Impact:
Contingency:

£200
£500
£2000
£700
£500
£100

Total costs:

£4000

2. Participatory Budgeting
To further children and young people’s sense of responsibility and stewardship of arts and cultural development in
Doncaster by being enabled to propose and elect schemes for investment themselves, with appropriate support and steer.
3. Creating Content and Demonstrating Impact
By listening to what children and young people say they want more of, or more access to, or new areas for investment, we
can then seek to stimulate and shape the market. We would expect content (whether artistic programming, or media
content, for example) to be developed in direct and immediate response to the views expressed. The budget would allow
for the questions to be asked through consultation, for democratising choices to be made, and content to then be
commissioned. The impact of this process would be reported on (see below) and ultimately, we would want to ensure that
the forum we create is sustainable without bridge organisation funding in future. The time period through which the
funding enables the forum to be created and developed will also be used to consider future financial requirements and
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prepare for ongoing viability.
The key strategic partners for this project would be identified and developed through the Doncaster CEP.
Impact
We expect that this programme will positively and demonstrably demonstrate impact in a number of ways insofar as
children and young people involved will report that they felt increased citizenship, an increase in self-value, and report
increases in new skills developed and increasing aspiration, both for those in the forum and those who are part of the
consultation. We would expect reach into communities where these conversations have not been held previously to be
enhanced by the contributions of and shaping by children and young people. And we expect that the findings will be more
relevant, and richer in detail, because the questions were shaped and asked by children and young people for children
and young people. We expect to report creatively; we are often not creative enough when reporting on impact, but we
would want to generate excitement and further involvement through our reporting by creating something at the end which
is prominent that young people can see and be proud of. Ultimately, the consultation itself, and the future contribution of
the DCEP forum for integrating youth voice within its planning and activity, will be core to the DCEP’s ambition to enable
all children and young people and their families to participate in and enjoy great cultural experiences across Doncaster.
These experiences will reflect what people want, fulfil needs and increase aspiration.
Need
There is a real lack of evidence of child voice in designing programmes of work and DCEP partners are committed to
change that here in Doncaster. This proposal builds upon DARTS proposed work with the ‘Voice of the Child’ for children
and young people with disabilities, and an application to ACE Grants for the Arts to commission artistic programming in
Denaby as part of the work with ‘Well Denaby’, with the aim of demonstrating the impact of arts and cultural activity on
determinants for good wellbeing. This work would address this gap in understanding and provision not just through the 6
month funded period – but we anticipate its legacy would establish a long-term method for integrating the voice of the child
in relation to arts and culture in Doncaster, which would be sustainable into the future.
Timeframe:
Formation of the Arts and Culture Youth Forum took place in September 2016. The group of committed young people
involved have made great strides already in feeding learning into Doncaster CEP however, due to numbers the project
temporarily stalled. The group have been re-engaged and on track and have developed a strategy to perform a focused
consultation exercise with young people in their direct peer group in the Mexborough, Rossington and Edlington areas.
They are also hard at work on a consultation for a wider data-grab with peers throughout the whole borough; this will be in
the form of a more traditional questionnaire and will be placed on all the school VLEs for students to complete for a chance
to win prizes donated by partners (such as an iPad, tickets to a show at CAST, tickets to see Doncaster Rovers, free
passes to the Yorkshire Wildlife Park, Amazon voucher etc.). We anticipate that both projects will be complete by the end
of the Summer term and plan to provide a final report in early August 2017, prior to a Celebration and Freshers’ Fair-type
event (organised by the Arts and Culture Youth Forum) in September. The integration of wider age ranges to the Forum
will take place following this event; we expect to rally interest for participation in the ACYF at this event.
We have already put measures in place to secure the longevity of the ACYF into the future by assigning a C&YP volunteer
co-ordinator to the group. Partners have also agreed to provide refreshments and meeting space in kind into the future.
The funding would be held by Hall Cross Academy as agreed by Doncaster DCEP for all of its inward investment.
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DONCASTER LCEP
Organisation

Doncaster LCEP

Main Contact

Nick Stopforth, Alison Leeming

Proposal Name

Developing the Voice of the Child for Arts and Culture in Doncaster

Date

June 2016

1. Please give a brief summary of your proposal
What is your proposal?
Doncaster LCEP partners are committed to improving the cultural offer for all Children and Young People in Doncaster,
regardless of their ability or background. We recognise though that the natural attitudinal perspectives, conceptions we
may have and vernacular that we use within the partnership is not always reflective of what children and young people
perceive, aspire to, understand and value. In short, we as a partnership may think that we know what is best for children
and young people in Doncaster, and certainly act with their best interest, but this is not enough. We need to find a way to
ensure that children and young people have the opportunity to be actively engaged in the commissioning of arts and
cultural development and programming in Doncaster. By creating an appropriate forum and ongoing mechanism for this,
we expect that children and young people will be able to:






influence the design of programmes delivered by the Creative and Culture Strategic Partnership and LCEP
partners
shape the narrative of consultation so that it is as effective and representative as it can be for children and young
people
inform decisions
review the whole process throughout
develop an understanding between children and young people and the LCEP members, so that we will be more
aware of how children and young people perceive things, but also so that they can see that we are trying to make
a positive difference with their involvement central to what we do, and that they will therefore become passionate
and advocates for everything that is happening.

Working in this way, it is expected that the activities and their findings could contribute to a range of strategic
developments in Doncaster:




Supporting outcomes from the Doncaster Education and Skills Commission. The LCEP will learn from the
consultative activities of the commission without duplicating the commission’s work.
The development of the early help service
The Make Your Mark action plan developed from Youth Parliament activity
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The Culture Strategy for Doncaster
The Doncaster LCEP’s action plan
The work could also contribute to any future ambitions for Doncaster to become a designated child-friendly
borough

What are we looking to fund:
The consultation programme would be broken down into three stages:
1. Forming the group:
Working with children and young people who are engaged in arts and culture, identified through various methods, we
would bring together a group of 14-17 year olds in the first instance. This group would be constructively challenged to
consider a range of ways in which a consultation could be produced and managed which would reach their peers across
the borough, reflecting demographics and diversity, and which would work to understand key questions such as: what do
you consider to be arts and culture, what do you engage with, what are the barriers to engagement, who supports you to
access arts and culture, what could be better in Doncaster in terms of provision and access – what would you like to see
more of. These are only generalist examples – the forum would be expected to refine and test the lines of enquiry and
shape the consultation themselves. This would be an initial action of the group, and it is clear that in terms of methodology
we are not expecting the consultation to be managed as, for example, a survey / questionnaire, but something which
encourages children and young people to respond intuitively.
We will start by targeting 14-17 year olds in the first 2 months, to be part of the forum and shape the lines of enquiry, but
then grow this in three phases, to broaden out and by the third month incorporate 17-18 year olds, and by the fifth month
of activity incorporate 9-12 year olds. Phasing in this way will make the programme more structured and manageable – we
will add layers of enquiry and research as the programme progresses so that by the end the views of children and young
people from 9-18 years old are captured and represented.
We will support the governance of the group with the necessary steering and infrastructure, but funding for a six month
consultation period would cover the cost of transport, refreshments and any other requirements relating to our duty of care.
The LCEP requests that this programme is 50% supported by the bridge organisation CapeUK, and 50% supported
through the LCEP.








Forming and managing the group:
Running the consultation:
Participatory Budgeting:
Creating Content:
Reporting on Impact:
Contingency:
Total costs:

£200
£500
£2000
£700
£500
£100
£4000

2. Participatory Budgeting
To further children and young people’s sense of responsibility and stewardship of arts and cultural development in
Doncaster by being enabled to propose and elect schemes for investment themselves, with appropriate support and steer.
3. Creating Content and Demonstrating Impact
By listening to what children and young people say they want more of, or more access to, or new areas for investment, we
can then seek to stimulate and shape the market. We would expect content (whether artistic programming, or media
content, for example) to be developed in direct and immediate response to the views expressed. The budget would allow
for the questions to be asked through consultation, for democratising choices to be made, and content to then be
commissioned. The impact of this process would be reported on (see below) and ultimately, we would want to ensure that
the forum we create is sustainable without bridge organisation funding in future. The time period through which the funding
enables the forum to be created and developed will also be used to consider future financial requirements and prepare for
ongoing viability.
The key strategic partners for this project would be identified and developed through the Doncaster LCEP.
Impact
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We expect that this programme will positively and demonstrably demonstrate impact in a number of ways, insofar as
children and young people involved will report that they felt increased citizenship, an increase in self-value, and reporting
increases in new skills developed and increasing aspiration, both for those in the forum and those who are part of the
consultation. We would expect reach into communities where these conversations have not been held previously to be
enhanced by the contributions of and shaping by children and young people. And we expect that the findings will be more
relevant, richer in detail, because the questions were shaped and asked by children and young people for children and
young people. How we expect to report will be through creativity – we are often not creative enough when reporting on
impact – but we would want to generate excitement and further involvement through our reporting by also creating
something at the end which is prominent, which young people can see and be proud of. Ultimately, the consultation itself,
and the future contribution of the LCEP forum for integrating youth voice within its planning and activity, will be core to the
LCEP’s ambition to enable all children and young people and their families to participate in and enjoy great cultural
experiences across Doncaster. These experiences will reflect what people want, fulfil needs and increase aspiration.
Need
There is a real lack of evidence of child voice in designing programmes of work and LCEP partners are committed to
change that here in Doncaster. This proposal builds upon DARTS proposed work with the voice of the child for children
and young people with disabilities, and an application to ACE Grants for the Arts to commission artistic programming in
Denaby as part of the Well Denaby work, with the aim of demonstrating the impact of arts and cultural activity on
determinants for good wellbeing. This work would address this gap in understanding and provision not just through the 6
month funded period – but its legacy would be to establish a long-term method for integrating the voice of the child, and
therefore to understand children’s and young people’s needs in relation to arts and culture in Doncaster, which would be
sustainable into the future.
Timeframe:
Delivery would start with the formation of the Arts and Culture Youth Forum in September 2016, feeding learning into
Doncaster LCEP through a 6 month period, with a final report provided by February 2017 and the integration of an ongoing
Forum into the LCEP at that time.
The funding would be held by Hall Cross Academy as agreed by Doncaster LCEP for all of its inward investment.
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Voice Project Taster Booklet:
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Examples of completed feedback forms:
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